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ANNALS, AAPSS, 553, September 1997

The Social Cost
of Motor Vehicle Use
By MARK DELUCCHI
ABSTRACT: We have classified and estimated the social cost of motor
vehicle use in the United States on the basis of 1990-91 data. The

analysis provides a conceptual framework for viewing social costs,
develops analytical methods and data sources, and presents some
detailed estimates of some of the costs. The data, methods, functions,

and estimates of this analysis can help analysts and policymakers
evaluate the costs of transportation projects, establish efficient prices
for transportation services, and prioritize research and funding. This

analysis cannot, however, tell us precisely what we should do to
improve our transportation system. Not only are many of the estimates too generic and uncertain, but, more important, society cares
at least as much about equity, opportunity, and justice as it does about
economic efficiency. At the end of the day, a total social-cost analysis
contributes only modestly to but one of several societal objectives for
transportation.

Mark Delucchi is a member of the research faculty at the Institute of Transportatio
Studies at the University of California at Davis. He has published economic, environ
mental, and energy analyses of transportation fuels and systems. Most recently, he h
completed a comprehensive, detailed analysis of the social costs of motor vehicle use

the United States.

NOTE: Support for the social-cost analysis was provided by Pew Charitable Trusts, the
Federal Highway Administration, the University of California Transportation Center, the University of California Energy Institute, and the U.S. Congress's Office of Technology Assessment.
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and travel drivers
time. Some of these
VERY year, American

non-

spend hundreds of billions
monetary costs,
of dolsuch as air pollution,
are what economists
call externalilars on highway transportation.
They
ties, while others,
such as travel time
pay for vehicles, maintenance,
repair,

fuel, lubricants, tires,
in uncongested
parts, insurconditions, are what
ance, parking, tolls,I registration,
will call personal nonmonetary
fees, and other items.costs.
These expendisocial cost of motor vehicle
tures buy Americans The
considerable
use-the all-inclusive economic cost
personal mobility and economic

productivity.
But the use of motor vehicles costs

to society of using motor vehicles-is

the sum of all of the costs mentioned

society more than the hundreds ofpreviously: explicitly priced private
billions of dollars spent on explicitly sector costs, bundled private sector
priced transportation goods and ser- costs, public sector costs, external
costs, and personal nonmonetary
vices. There also are bundled costs:

those goods and services that are costs.
not These costs are listed in complete
explicitly priced but are bundled in detail, and classified more rigorously, in Table 1.
the prices of nontransportation goods
Over the past three years, my coland services. For example, free park-

leagues and I at the University of
ing at a shopping mall is unpriced,

but it is not costless: its cost is

California have been doing a detailed

andthe
comprehensive analysis of the
included-bundled-in the price of
social
goods and services sold at the mall. cost of motor vehicle use. In
this
article, I explain the purpose of
In addition to these priced or
bunestimating
the total social cost of modled private sector costs, there
are
tor vehicle use, explain my conceppublic sector costs, of tens of billions
tual
framework and cost classificaof dollars per year, to build and
main-

tain roads and to provide a wide

tion, and present and discuss our

range of services that partly support preliminary cost estimates.1

motor vehicle use. These services in-

clude police protection, the judicial
and legal system, corrections, fire
protection, environmental regula-

WHY AN ANALYSIS OF

THE SOCIAL COST OF
MOTOR VEHICLE USE?

tion, energy research and regulation,

military protection of oil supplies, Researchers have performed social-

and more.

cost analyses for a variety of reasons,

Finally, beyond these monetaryand have used them in a variety of

ways, to support a wide range of pol
public and private sector costs are the
nonmonetary costs of motor vehicle 1. This article summarizes a series of 20
use, which by definition are not valreports published as The Annualized Social
ued in dollars in normal market

Cost of Motor-Vehicle Use in the United States,

Based on 1990-1991 Data, UCD-ITS-RR-96-3
(Davis: University of California, Institute of
ety of nonmonetary costs, including
Transportation Studies, 1997). A list of the

transactions. There are a wide vari-

the health effects of air pollution,
reports in
institute.
pain and suffering due to accidents,

the series is available from the
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TABLE 1

CLASSIFICATION OF THE COSTS OF MOTOR VEHICLE

Personal Costs Private Sector Costs Public Sector Costs Extern

Nonmonetary Monetary costs Non
(2) MV goods and services
produced and priced in the

(1) Personal private sector (estimated net (4) MV goods and (5) M

nonmonetary costs of producer surplus and (3) MV goods bundled se

of MV use taxes and fees) in the private sector by governm

* Travel time,

Usually included in GNP-type

* Annualized cost

* Annualized cost of

of nonresidential

excluding travelaccounts

off-street parking
delay imposed
by others, that* Annualized cost of the fleet, included in the

excluding external costs of price of goods
displaces unpaid

activities

and services

accidents

or offered as

* Motor fuel and lubricating oil, an employee
* Accidental pain,
benefit
excluding
cost of fuel use
suffering, death,
and
lost nonmarket attributable to delay
productivity
inflicted on oneself

* Personal time spent
working on MVs

and garages,
refueling MVs,
and buying

and disposing

of MVs and

parts

* Annualized cost

of off-street
* Parts, supplies, maintenance,
residential
repair, cleaning, storage,

renting, towing, and so on,

except external costs of

parking

included in the

accidents and travel

price of

delay

housing
* Annualized cost

public highways,
excluding private
investment in
roads but

including onstreet parking
* Annualized cost of

municipal and
street parking

by eco

party: p

legal, a

proper

* Expect
sudden

* Highway patrol

and safety

* Regulation and
control of air

of roads

management costs and

provided or

solid waste

profit

paid for

administrative and

* Accident

institutional off-

pollution, water
pollution, and

* Automobile insurance:

* Moneta
impose
consum
forgon
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* Price ef

fuels for

increas

countrie

sectors

interna

Included with external
costs in column 6
* MV noise and air

pollution inflicted
on oneself

* Accident costs (except
property damage) paid by

by the private
sector and

automobile insurance of

recovered in

economically responsible

the price of
structures,

party

goods, or
services

* Priced private commercial
and residential parking,
excluding parking tax

* Energy and
technology R&D

* Nongovernm

costs of m
fires and n

* Police protection (excluding hig
court and corrections system
of substitute crimes)
* Fire protection

* Motor-vehicle-related costs of
Usually not included in

GNP-type accounts

* Military expenditures related t
Persian Gulf oil by motor veh

* Travel time, excluding travel

delay imposed by others,
that displaces paid work

* Annualized cost of the Strateg
Reserve: investment, operati
management, and oil-holding

* Overhead expenses of

business, commercial, and
government fleets

* Accident costs (except
property damage) paid
by economically responsible
party but not through
automobile insurance

SOURCE: Updated from M. A. Delucchi, '"The Annualized Social Cost of Motor-Vehicle Us
Methods, and Results," in Full Costs and Benefits of Transportation, ed. D. L. Greene, D. Jones

Social Costs and Sustainability; Valuation and Implementation in the Energy and Transport Sector, e
with permission of Springer-Verlag.
to
CoA
CAD

NOTE: MV = motor vehicle; GNP = gross national product; R&D = research and development
*These really should be classified not as external costs, within an economic framework, bu
encompasses more than just economic criteria. I have classified these as external costs because it

handful of costs. Also, note that regardless of how these are classified, they in fact are costs of m
tThe cost of crop damage and some of the components of other costs of air pollution actually
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icy positions. Some researchers
have
methods for cost
evaluations of specific projects. Beyond this, if costs are
that motor vehicles and gasoline are a linear function of quantity, and interrifically underpriced, while others variant with respect to location, then
have used them to downplay the need estimates of national total or average
for drastic policy intervention in the cost, which any social-cost analysis
transportation sector. In any case, will produce, may be used to estimate

used social-cost analyses to argue

social-cost analyses usually excite

the incremental costs for specific

considerable interest, if only because projects, policies, or scenarios. Otherwise, analysts must estimate the acnearly all of us use motor vehicles.

By itself, however, a social-cost

tual nonlinear cost functions for the

project, policy, or scenario at hand.
Our own social-cost analysis does
develop total-cost models for noise,
air pollution, and a few other cost
tax gasoline or restrict automobile components.
Another use is to establish effiuse or encourage travel in trains.
Rather, a social-cost analysis is but cient prices for and ensure efficient
one of many pieces of information use of those transportation resources
that might be useful to transporta- or impacts that at present either are
not priced but in principle should be
tion analysts and policymakers.
A social-cost analysis can provide (for example, emissions from motor
cost data, cost functions, and cost es- vehicles) or are priced but not effitimates, which can help analysts and ciently (for example, roads). Again, at
policymakers evaluate the costs of a minimum, the data and methods of
transportation policies, establish a detailed social-cost analysis might
efficient prices for transportation be useful in analyses of marginal-cost
services and commodities, and priori- prices. Beyond this, the average-cost
tize research and funding. Let us ex- results of a social-cost analysis might
give analysts some idea of the magniamine these uses more closely.
One use is to evaluate the costs of
tude of the gap between current
prices
(which might be zero, as in the
transportation projects, policies, and
case
of
pollution) and theoretically
long-range plans. In cost-benefit
optimal
prices, and inform discusanalyses, policy evaluations, and scesions
of
the types of policies that
nario analyses, analysts must quanmight
narrow
the gap and induce
tify changes to and impacts of transpeople
to
use
transportation
reportation systems. The extent to
sources
more
efficiently.
To
the
extent
which a generic national social-cost
that total-cost functions for the pricanalysis can be of use in the evaluation of a specific transportation pol-ing problem at hand are thought to
icy or system depends, of course, onbe similar to the assumed linear nathe detail and quality of the social-tional cost functions of a social-cost
cost analysis. At a minimum, a de-analysis, the average-cost results of
tailed, original social-cost analysisthe national social-cost analysis may

analysis does not determine whether
motor vehicle use on balance is good
or bad, or better or worse than some
alternative, or whether it is wise to

can be mined as a source of data and

be used to approximate prices for the
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THE SOCIAL COST OF MOTOR VEHICLE USE 135
the United any
States based
on 1990-91
problem at hand. Of course,
mar-

ginal-cost models in a social-cost
analysis may be employed to esti-

cost levels. The annualized cost of

motor vehicle use, based on 1990-91
data, is equal to the sum of
mate marginal-cost prices.
A third use is to prioritize efforts
to reduce the costs or increase the

- 1990-91 periodic, or operating,

benefits of transportation. The total- costs, such as fuel, vehicle
cost or average-cost results of a so- maintenance, highway maintecial-cost analysis can help analysts nance, salaries of police officers,
and policymakers rank costs (Is road travel time, noise, injuries from

dust more damaging than ozone?),

accidents, and disease from air

track costs over time (Is the cost of air pollution, plus

pollution going down?), and compare- the 1990-91 value of all capital,
the costs of pollution control with the such as highways, parking lots,
benefits of control (Are expenditures and residential garages (items

on motor vehicle pollution control that provide a stream of ser-

devices greater or less than the value vices), converted into an equivaof the pollution eliminated?). This in- lent stream of annual costs
formation can help people decide how (annualized) over the life of the
to fund research and development to capital, on the basis of real disimprove the performance and reduce count rates.
the costs of transportation. For exam-

ple, if one is considering fundingIn essence, the yearly social cost of
research into the sources, effects, motor
and
vehicle use, as we estimate it,
mitigation of pollution, it might
is be
the yearly cost stream of the whole

useful to know that road-dust parmotor vehicle system, analyzed as if
ticulate matter might be more costly
it were one large transportation al-

than ozone attributable to motor
vehicles.

ternative among several.

I present our analysis and estiWhat counts as a cost
mates with these relatively modest
of motor vehicle use
purposes in mind, not to promote a
or infrastructure?
particular policy agenda regarding

the use of motor vehicles and cer-

In economic analysis, "cost" means
tainly not to forward any particular
opportunity cost. The opportunity

position about what, for example,
cost of action Ais the opportunity you
gasoline taxes should be or whether
forgo-what you give up, or use, or
the nation should invest more or less
consume as a result of doing A. For

in motor vehicle use than it does now.

some resource R to count as a cost of

motor vehicle use, it must be true
that a change in motor vehicle use
will result in a change in the use of
When I speak of the social cost
of gasoline is a cost of motor
R. Thus
motor vehicle use, I mean the annualvehicle use because a change in moTHE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

ized social cost of motor vehicle use in

tor vehicle use will result in a change
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costs equal.
and benefits relative to a
in gasoline use, all else mates
being
But general spending on
health and
well-defined
no-project alternative,

education is not a cost of motor vehi-

or base case. For example, one might

cle use because a change in motorcompare a highway-expansion

vehicle use will not result in a change
project with a light-rail project rela-

in the resources devoted to health

tive to a base case of business-as-

and education.

usual improvement in the manageFor the purposes of planning,
ment of the existing infrastructure.
evaluating, or pricing, we care not But if the project is all motor vehicle

only whether something is a cost of use, what is the base case-the world
motor vehicle use but also, if it is a without motor vehicle use?
cost, exactly how it is related to motor
In this analysis, the world without
vehicle use. For example, pollution is motor vehicle use is presumed to be
a direct, immediate cost of motor ve- the same as the world with motor
hicle use: if you change motor vehicle vehicle use except that in the former,
use a little, you immediately change people do not use motor vehicles. This
pollution a little. But defense expen- means that the benefits of motor veditures in the Persian Gulf, if they hicle use-the access provided-are
are a cost of motor vehicle use at all, presumed to be the same in both
are an indirect, long-term, and tenu- worlds. Put another way, the total
ous one. This sort of distinction is

social cost of motor vehicle use is the

welfare difference between the presimportant because the more tenuent (circa 1991) motor vehicle system
ously linked costs are harder to estiand a system that provides exactly
mate, often lagged considerably with
the same services (that is, moves peorespect to the causal changes in motor vehicle use, and often highly ple
de- and goods to and from the same
places
as do motor vehicles) but withpendent on the specific characteristics and amount of the change in out time, manpower, materials, or
motor vehicle use.
energy-in short, without cost.
This costless transportation baseHow to interpret "the
cost of all motor vehicle
use in the United States"

line is just a frame of reference, a
conceptual baseline with respect to

which total-cost trends can be esti-

mated, or the total costs of one sys-

If one wishes to apply the esti- tem (say, passenger vehicles) com-

mates of the total cost of all motor

pared with the costs of another (say,
passenger trains). It is relevant only
vehicle use, or to understand the bato
sis for deciding what is included in understanding the meaning of the
total cost estimates themselves; it is
Table 1, then one might ask what is
not relevant if one is interested spemeant by the cost of all motor vehicle
use: all motor vehicle use comparedcifically in the data, methods, and

to what?

marginal-cost models of the social-

In normal cost-benefit analysis of cost analysis, for the purpose of esti-

transportation projects, one esti- mating efficient prices (say, for motor
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such choices,
one must estimate the
vehicle emissions) or doing
cost-benefit
dollar value of all the benefits as well
analysis of specific projects.
as the dollar value of all the costs.

Costs versus benefits

Classification of components
of the total social cost

In this project, we estimate the

dollar social cost but not the dollar
social benefit of motor vehicle use. Of

Individual cost components, or
course, we have not forgotten thatcost items, should be classified in con-

there are benefits of motor vehicle

sonance with how the cost estimates

use-a charge occasionally leveled
against social-cost analysts-and

estimates of the total social cost of

will be used. As discussed previously,

certainly have not presumed that themotor vehicle use legitimately can be
benefits somehow are less important applied toward three ends: to evaluthan the costs of motor vehicle use.
ate the costs of transportation projRather, I know of no credible way
to policies, and long-range scenarects,
estimate all of the benefits of motor

ios; to establish efficient prices for

vehicle use, so I do not attempt to do
and ensure efficient use of transporso. I emphasize, however, that nottation services and commodities; and
only does motor vehicle use provide
to prioritize research and funding. Of
enormous social benefit but in my
these uses, only the second one, effi-

view this benefit, if it could be exciency of use, comes with a set of

pressed in dollars, would greatly ex-principles and conditions-namely,

ceed the full social cost.

the conditions of efficient resource

Nevertheless, because ours is a
use-that can be used to categorize
cost analysis only, I am unable to say
costs. Consequently, if one is estimatmuch about net dollar benefits or
ing costs in order to help policymakcost-benefit ratios or whether a ers
parimprove the efficiency of the use

ticular transportation system is

of the transportation system, then
one should categorize and analyze
another system. For example, our
cost items with respect to the eco-

worthwhile or better or worse than

analysis indicates that motor vehicle
nomic efficiency of their production
use might cost us more than we realor consumption (for example, not
ize, that is, that the total social cost
priced but efficiently allocated, un-

appreciably exceeds the commonly
priced and inefficiently allocated,
recognized private cost. But even
if improperly, and so forth). I
priced

have done so here.
this is so, it does not mean that motor
vehicle use costs more than it is

In Table 1, I also use another orgaworth or that we should prefer
any
nizing
criterion, such as whether or
not a cost is valued in dollars-and
transportation option that might

have near-zero external costs or even

end up with six categories of costs. O
any transportation option that might
course, one could come up with othe

have lower total social costs. To make

classifications, even using the sam
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of the resourcesfor
that aexprivate margeneral organizing principles;
ket
allocates
to
supplying
ample, one could merge or split some vehicles,
of my categories.
fuel, parts, insurance, and so on. To
estimate this area, one must subtract
producer surplus and taxes and fees
COMPONENTS OF THE
SOCIAL COST OF MOTOR
from total price-times-quantity reveVEHICLE USE (TABLE 1)
nues. One must deduct producer surplus because it is defined as revenue
Column 1: Personal

nonmonetary costs

("profit," in lay terms) in excess of

economic cost and hence is a noncost
wealth transfer from consumers to

Personal nonmonetary costs are
producers. One must deduct taxes
those unpriced costs of motor vehicle and fees assessed on producers and
use that a person imposes on him- or consumers because they either are
herself as a result of the decision to

transfers from producers and contravel. The largest personal costs ofsumers to government or are ecomotor vehicle use are personal travel

nomically inefficient government
time in uncongested conditions and charges for government services.
the risk of getting into an accident Note that the prices and quantities
that involves nobody else.

that obtain even in well-functioning
private markets rarely if ever are opciency, what matters in this cost catetimal, not only because of distortiongory is whether drivers fully recogary taxes and fees but also because of
nize the personal nonmarket costs
imperfect competition (for example,

With respect to economic effi-

that they face. If a person does not

monopoly), standards and regula-

correctly assess these costs, then he
tions that affect production and conwill drive more or less than he would

sumption, externalities, and poor
if he were fully informed and ra-information.
tional. For example, people who, on
account of ignorance or poor judgment, underestimate their risk ofColumn 3: Bundled
falling asleep at the wheel will once private sector costs

in a while make trips for which the
Some very large costs of motor vereal but underestimated risk cost exhicle use are not explicitly priced as
ceeds the value and which conseseparate costs of motor vehicle use.
quently should not be made.
Foremost among these are the cost of
free nonresidential parking, the cost
Column 2: Priced private sector
of home garages, and the cost of local
motor vehicle goods and
roads provided by private developers.
services, net of producer
Although the goods themselves are
surplus and taxes and fees
not explicitly priced, their costs are

included in the price of packages,
The economic cost of motor vehicle

such as houses and goods, that are
goods and services supplied in priexplicitly priced. This is called bunvate markets is the area under the
dling. In principle, a producer will
private supply curve: the dollar value
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bundle
rately,
tional,
cost of

a cost, and not
it sepadent.price
These repair
costs, inflicted by
if the administrative,
operauninsured motorists,
clearly are unand customerpriced
(or in
employee)
the first instance-that is,
collecting a separate
price
exunpriced from
the perspective
of the

ceed the benefits. If the relevant

uninsured motorist responsible for
market-say, for parking-is not the
dis-accident-but nevertheless are

torted by taxes, or regulations (such
valued explicitly in dollars in private

as parking-space requirements), markets.
and
With respect to economic

if there are no external benefits of

efficiency, the concern here, of course,

pricing, then the decision to bundleisisthat the costs in this category are
economically efficient. To the extent
not priced at all, and hence are larger
that taxes and standards do distort
than is socially optimal.

the market, the ideal remedy is to
The largest monetary externalities are those resulting from acci-

eliminate the inefficient taxes and

standards, not to force the costs dents
to be and travel delay.

unbundled.

Column 4: Government goods
and services charged partly
to motor vehicle users

Government provides a wide

Column 6: Nonmonetary
externalities

As mentioned previously, an externality is a cost or benefit imposed on

person A by person B but not ac-

range of infrastructure and services
counted for by person B. Environin support of motor vehicle use. The

most costly item is the capital of

mental pollution, traffic delay, and
uncompensated pain and suffering

the highway infrastructure. I categodue to accidents all are common exrize government costs separately beamples of nonmonetary externalities.

cause generally they either are not

Environmental costs include those

priced or are priced but not at marrelated to air pollution, global warmginal cost.
ing, water pollution, and noise due to
Column 5:

Monetary externalities
An external cost of motor vehicle
use is a cost of motor vehicle use that

motor vehicles. To estimate these

costs, one must model complex physi-

cal processes and biological re-

sponses, and then estimate the dollar

value of the responses. Our analysis
indicates that the largest environis imposed on person A by person B
mental externality, by far, is the cost
but not accounted for by person B. A
of air pollution by particulate matter.
monetary external cost is one that
happens to be valued monetarily by Interestingly, a typically overlooked
markets, in spite of being unpriced and completely unregulated emisfrom the perspective of the responsi- sion source, particulate matter
ble motor vehicle user. The clearest
kicked up from the roadbed by passexample, shown in column 5 of Table
ing vehicles, is one of the larger
1, is accident costs that are paid for
sources of pollution damages-larger
by those not responsible for the accieven than damage from ozone, which
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF THE COSTS OF MOTOR VEHICLE USE

Total Cost Percentage Cost per
(billions of dollars) of Total Registered Vehicle*
Low High Low High Low High
(1) Personal nonmonetary costs of

motor vehicle use $544 $954 33% 29% $2,885 $5,056
(2) Motor vehicle goods and services
produced and priced in the
private sector (estimated net of

producer surplus, taxes, fees) $807 $919 49% 28% $4,279 $4,874
(3) Motor vehicle goods and services

bundled in the private sector $76 $279 4% 9% $402 $1,482

(4) Motor vehicle infrastructure and
services provided by the public

sectort $132 $241 8% 7% $698 $1,277

(5) Monetary externalities of motor

vehicle use $30 $124 2% 4% $160 $660

(6) Nonmonetary externalities of

motor vehicle use $69 $755 4% 23% $363 $4,002

Grand total social cost of highway

transportation $1,658 $3,273 100% 100% $8,791 $17,352

Subtotal: monetary cost only

(2 + 3 + 4 + 5) $1,045 $1,564 63% 48% $5,538 $8,294

Payments by motor vehicle users
for public highway infrastructure

and services $112 $197 n.a. n.a. $593 $1,046

SOURCE: Updated from M. A. Delucchi, "The Annualized
U.S., Based on 1990-1991 Data: Summary of Theory, Data
Benefits of Transportation, ed. D. L. Greene, D. Jones, an
1997), tab. 1.5; ibid., in Social Costs and Sustainability, Va
and Transport Sector, ed. O. Hohmeyer, R. L. Ottinger, an
permission of Springer-Verlag.
*These figures are equal simply to total costs divided b
and trucks) in 1991. I show the cost per vehicle only to giv

should not infer from this presentation that all costs are p
all costs are the same for different vehicle classes, or that

transportation markets is to raise the price of vehicles. For
cost per vehicle mile of travel, by dividing the total cost by
tlncludes items in Table 1 that straddle columns 4 and

is the most intensely
regulated
ambitotals
here in order to
provide a sense
ent air pollutant.
of magnitudes, not because such agTHE RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS

gregated totals are themselves useful. Indeed, as discussed next, one

must be careful to avoid misusing
The results of this analysis are
summarized by aggregate cost cate- estimates of the total social cost of
gory in Table 2. I show the aggregatedmotor vehicle use.
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How the results should not be used

substantial portion of the social cost
estimated here.

Earlier, I discussed the legitimate
Third, one should properly repreuses of such estimates. Here, I causent and interpret the considerable

tion against several common misuses uncertainty in any estimate of social
cost. Uncertainty can be represented
First, one should resist the temp-

of the estimates shown in Table 2.

by low-high ranges, scenario analytation to add up all of the unpricedses, probability distributions, and
costs and express the total per gallon
other techniques. Our analysis pre-

of gasoline, as if the optimal strategysents low and high estimates of cost.

to remedy every economic ineffi- Yet, strictly speaking, these esti-

ciency were simply to raise the gaso-mates are not lower and upper
line tax. It turns out that there is not
bounds, even where the high is much
a single external cost, with the possi-higher than the low, because we did
ble exception of carbon dioxide emis- not estimate every conceivable comsions from vehicles, that in principleponent or effect of every cost and we
is properly addressed by a gasolinedid not always accommodate the en-

tax. For example, some sources of tire span of data or opinions in the

inefficiency, such as imperfect compe-literature. Moreover, one certainly
tition and distortionary income taxshould not assume that omitted costs
policy, are not externalities and
in column 6 of Table 1-fear and

hence should be addressed not byavoidance of motor vehicles, habitat
adding taxes to market prices but by and species loss due to highways and
ensuring that the markets are com-motor vehicle infrastructure, the sopetitive and only minimally distorted cially divisive effect of roads as physiby taxation. Moreover, even where cal barriers in communities, vibraeconomic theory says that a tax istion damages, and the aesthetics

called for, a tax on gasoline is not the of highways, vehicles, and ser-

proper corrective. For example, anvice establishments-are trivial.
optimal air pollution tax would be a Fourth, it is not economically

function of the amount and kind of

meaningful to compare estimates of
emissions, the ambient conditions,
user tax and fee payments for public
and the size of the exposed populamotor vehicle goods and services with

tion; it would not be simply propor-our estimates of government expentional to gasoline consumption.
ditures for same. Most emphatically,
Second, I caution that it might beit simply is not true that, in order to

misleading to compare the total sohave the economically optimal

cial cost of motor vehicle use with the amount and use of public motor vehi-

gross national product (GNP) of the cle goods and services, we must in-

United States, because the GNP ac-crease current user charges until

counting is quite different from and
revenues collected from users equal

generally more restricted than our
government expenditures. It is not
true because current taxes and fees
social-cost accounting. For example,
do not have the structure or incidence
the GNP does not include any nonmarket items, which constitute a
of economically optimal charges and
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the is
United
States
the basis of
because, in any case,init
not
a on
nec1990-91 data. of
Our ecoanalysis is meant
essary or sufficient condition
nomic efficiency thatto
the
government
inform
general decisions about
collect from users revenues sufficient
pricing, investment, and research. It
to cover cost. Comparisons between provides a conceptual framework for
payments and costs are of use only in analyzing social costs, develops analytical methods and data sources,
analyses of equity.
and presents some detailed first-cut
Finally, given that ours is an

analysis of the total social cost of mo- estimates of some of the costs.
By now it should be clear that a
tor vehicle use, whereas any particular policy or investment decision will social-cost analysis cannot tell us
involve costs incremental or decre-

precisely what we should do to improve our transportation system.
mental to the total, one generally

There are several kinds of inefficienshould not use our average-cost esticies in the motor vehicle system and
mates in the analyses of specific projhence several kinds of economically
ects and policies. Certainly, our results will become less and less
optimal measures. Many of our estimates
are simply too generic or unapplicable as one considers times
and
certain
to be of much use-as estiplaces increasingly different from
the

mates-to policymakers and
faced with specific probthe other hand, I note that, evenanalysts
if

United States in 1990 and 1991. On

lems. Moreover, society cares at least
our results per se are irrelevant, our
data, methods, and concepts might as
be much about equity, opportunity,
and justice as it does about economic
useful in an analysis of specific pricefficiency. At the end of the day, a
ing policies or investments.
total social-cost analysis contributes
only modestly to but one of several
CONCLUSION
societal objectives for transportation.
We have classified and estimated

the social costs of motor vehicle use
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